I. INTRODUCTION
Snakes have adaptive locomotion ability capable of rough surfaces, narrow pathways or soft grounds where wheeled or legged robots cannot move. By applying such advantageous characteristic of snakes to robots, robots are expected to be applicable to tasks such as "search and rescue" in rubbles after disaster, which are impossible for former robots.
From this point of view, many snake-like robots have been developed [6] , [lo] , [13] . However, from the viewpoint of generation of robot locomotion, these studies employed methodologies based on derivation of purposive body motion from calculations of kinematics and dynamics for entire robot body. Because of complexity of models and calculations in such methodology, capable environments of robots were limited to known horizontal [6] or inclined [IO] plane. As a result, snake-like robots cannot exhibit high environmental adaptability, while it is innate instinct in living snakes.
Recently, the control methodology based on decentralized manner with simple modular locomotors and coordination between them is attracting a great deal of attention as a methodology to realize quick and adaptive motion generation of such robots with large degree of freedom. In decentralized control architecture, locomotion of each component can be calculated cheaply and then reaction to external disturbance can be done quickly. On the other hand, in problems requiring complex coordination of components (e.g. planning), appropriate adjustment of inter-component relation is very difficult. Here, in the meandering locomotion of snake-like robot, each component (body segment) should exhibit only simple oscillation and required coordination between components are only phase shift or amplitude. Therefore, it can be said that decentralized control methodology is quite suitable for snake-like robots and realization of environmentally adaptive locomotion of snake-like robots is possible by the use of this principle.
As a methodology to realize decentralized control of such biologically inspired robots with large degree of freedom, methods based on networks of central pattern generators (CPGs) Taga [12] . Ekeberg [3] models swimming locomotion of lamprey using physiologically acquired knowledge about its neural structure, and Ijspeert [7] , [SI realizes swimming and simple crawling motion in lamprey and salamander in simulations. These locomotion models deal with walking by legs and swimming. For meandering motion of snake in which propulsion force is acquired from friction force between robot body and environment, different models of locomotion are needed.
As a research dealing with control method for snake-like robots based on NOS, Conradt et. al. [2] realized traveling wave on real snake-like robot by connecting NOS in series. However, in [2] , dynamics of neural model is not dealt with and relationships between neurons are only regulated using quite simplified model. In order to realize purposive and adaptive robot dynamics with scalability to further detailed design, such as reaction ability to disturbance or minimization of energy consumption, we have to adopt neural model with dynamics that can be directly analyzed and designed, and deep consideration about parameter setting is required. Furthermore, in [2] , meandering movement of snake robot is not realized.
Based on the above-mentioned discussion, purposes of our research are: (1) to design a NON-based control architecture to realize decentralized meadnering locomotion of snake-like robots with scalability to realize further functionality, (2) to verify validity of the proposed architecture and to consider parameter settings using a snake-robot locomotion simulator 0-7803-8232-3/04/$17.00 02004 IEEE with consideration of mechanical dynamics, and (3) to confirm realization of meandering movement using a real snake-like robot.
In the rest of this paper, we formalize the mechanical model of the snake-like robot in section II. Then, we describe our NON-based control architecture in section III. In section IV, we present simulations we carried out to verify the proposed architecture and to discuss about policies of NON configurations. In section V, we report the result of an experiment using a real robot. In section VI, we provide some discussions about the proposed architecture. And finally, in section VII, we conclude the paper and describe some future works.
MECHANICAL MODEL OF SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT
As the first step, we consider a mechanical model of snakelike robot moving on two-dimensional horizontal plane in this paper. The robot model is composed of serially connected links. Between every two links, a one-dimensional joint rotating on vertical (yaw) axis is located. In the same way as living snakes, friction force between the robot body and the environment is supposed to be large in normal direction and small in tangential direction. Commonly this is realized using passive wheels in real robots. Based on the Newton-Euler equation, the dynamics of the robot can be summarized as follows (for details, see [IO] ):
where, D is coefficient matrix, T is torque, f~ is frinction force, OT is centrifugal and Coriolis force, fi0 is acceleration of the end of the robot, g is gravity, M is inertia matrix, g o is inertia matrix expressing influence of Po and g, and 4 is angular acceleration of joints.
The mechanical arrangements of the robot are shown in Table. 1. The real robot we have developed is shown in Fig.] . The model is based on this robot. 
NON MODEL FOR SNAKE-LIKE ROBOTS
In this section, the proposed NON model for decentralized control of snake-like robots is presented.
A. CPG model
As discussed in section I, there are no NON-based control architecture proposed specifically to snake-like robots so far. And, for cord-shaped animals, models for lamprey [l] , [3] are based on physiological knowledge and focus on conscientious imitation of animals and not suitable for purposive control or numerical analysis in engineering viewpoint. Hence we utilize Matsuoka's CPG model [ 111 that is comparatively simple and numerically analyzed (Fig.2) 
B. NONmodel
There are many researches about control of large-DOF robots based on interaction between mutually connected CPGs. In legged robots, commonly utilized phase shift between CPGs can be regulated to r/n according to walking gaits, which can be comparatively easily realized by adequately designing CPG network including closed loops. However, in the case of cordshaped robots,. phase shift should be adjusted continuously. The CPG network proposed by Ekeberg [3] is structurally complicated and difficult to analyze numerically. Therefore, we cannot realize neural configuration for purposive locomotion by analytical method, in other words, engineering manner. Hence, we should utilize other methodology, for example evolutionary computation [8] .
Based on the above-mentioned discussion, we construct the network by simply connecting Matsuoka's CPGs that have simple structure. Here, as a first step, the simplest connection is investigated (Fig.3) . In this model, only nearest neighbor CPGs are connected in direction from the head to the tail with constant weight wo:
By this connections, posterior CPG will be activated by anterior neuron activity, and as a result, oscillation propagates from the head to the tail in a specific phase shift.
In living animals connections with long range are found but we do not consider that here.
C. Implementation to Snake-Like Robor
As the first step of implementation, we design a system architecture of robot control system as shown in Fig.4 . Output of i-th CPG is input to i-th joint of the robot. The relationship between the input and joint angle is as follows:
where, Bi[rad] is joint angle of i-th joint and cy is a parameter to cope with mechanical peculiarity of the real robot.
Here, because the dynamics of the forefront CPG (0-th CPG) is different from other successor CPGs (its input is only U O ) , the forefront CPG is used only as a driving element and its output is not used as control input of the robot.
Iv. SIMULATION We carried out computer simulations for (1) verification of realization of appropriate meandering motion by the proposed control architecture, and (2) preliminary investigation about parameter setting policies to realize purposive locomotion.
The simulator we use here considers kinematics and dynamics of mechanical system of snake-like robot using the calculation shown in the section II.
In the simulation, as interaction between the robot and the environment, friction force is modeled by the following equations:
where suffix i indicates correspondance to i-th link, ffj and ffp are friction forces in tangential and normal direction respectively, pt and pn are friction coefficients, mi is mass of i-th link, g is gravity acceleration, Girt and Sirn are small displacements in two directions. Detailed explanation about this simulator is presented in [ 101.
Here we set the parameter cy to 0.7 throughout the following simulations and experiment.
A. Realization of Meandering Motion
First, we carried out a simulation of snake-like robot locomotion using the CPG-network with parameters shown in Table. II. This parameter set is derived by trial-and-error (b) after convergence When this CPG outputs are input to the robot model in the simulator, the robot model successfully exhibit meandering locomotion. The shape of robot body is shown in Fig.6 and the trajectory of the robot tail is shown in Fig.7 . In this setting, the number of S-shape along the robot body is about 1.6.
B. Consideration of Parameter Setting
network for realization of purposive locomotion.
Next, we investigate preliminaries of how to configure CPG- So far, the following knowledlge is acquired from our 1) Phase shift depends mainly on fatigue coefficient, p.
If we set 0 greater, phase shift will be greater. This corresponds to the number of S-shapes along the robot body. 2) Frequency of oscillation can be controlled by two time constants, r and r'. If we :set these parameters to be greater, the frequency will be lower. This corresponds to speed of the robot locomotion. 3) Amplitude of oscillation is practically proportional to driving input U O , {~, J )~. This corresponds to degree of curvature of the robot. 4) If driving input to two neurons, u o~i UO,ei, are not symmetrical, the center of the oscillation of yi will be shifted. This corresponds to curving movement of the robot.
In the rest of this section, we present an example of designing parameter settings for purposive locomotion based on the above-mentioned knowledge. 1) Number of S-shape: In order to change the number of S-shapes, p should be changed. Here, 0 is changed from 9.0 to 20.0, and as a result, the number of S-shapes is changed from 1.6 to 2.0. Because frequency and amplitude of oscillation is changed by p transition, we changed uo also to maintain the same amplitude. The parameters here are shown in III.
Resultant CPG outputs are shown in Fig.8 . Here, the cycle investigation: 
V. EXPERIMENT
In order to verify that the proposed control architecture can realize real robot control (in other words, that the simulator is sufficiently realistic), we carried out an experiment using the real snake-like robot. In the experiment, we use a time series of angles of motors that is output from the simulation. A photo of the experiment is shown in Fig.13 . The real robot successfully exhibited meandering locomotion using outputs derived from the simulation. We are now going to evaluate more quantitative analysis of the experimental result.
By the experiment, we confirmed that the real robot successfully exhibit meandering mobility by the proposed control arc hi tecture .
VI. DISCUSSION
It is clear that snake-like robots can perform meandering movement using control signal from the proposed NON. And a preliminary policies of parameter configuration to realize purposive locomotion is obtained.
Here, as the first step, we present realization of meandering motion by quite simple CPG network. In this model, only straightforward nearest neighbor connections in only efferent direction are considered. However, as per recent physiological researches, afferent or long-range connections are found in living animals and we have to consider adding such additional connections to make the robot adaptive to various environments and situations.
The controller we present here has an open-loop structure without any sensory feedback. In order to realize reactions to various situations, e.g. obstacle avoidance or minimization of energy consumption, sensory feedback from internal and external sensors should be implemented.
In addition, we have to analyze dynamics of the neural network and the mechanical system more deeply and consider more dynamical design based on the analysis in order to utilize entrainment between mechanical and neural systems. Commonly, evolutionary. computation is used to configure system dynamics. However, in such methodology, it is very difficult to acquire general numerical knowledge about design principle. Presently, we are in progress of detailed analysis of the dynamics based on the theory of dynamical systems, and in future, we aim at presenting design principles with a numerical ground.
In this paper, we present results with a snake-like robot model with one-dimensional joints in a palanar environment. However, based on the large scalability of NON-based architecture to unknown or dynamic environments, environmentally adaptable control architecture can be obtained using abovementioned considerations.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a control architecture to realize meandering locomotion of snake-like robots. The proposed architecture is composed of a network of central pattern generators (CPGs) proposed by Matsuoka [ll] . This network propagates purposive oscillation at a specific phase shift in efferent direction. We have proposed realization of meandering locomotion and preliminary policies of configuring network parameters by implementing the architecture to a simulator representing mechanical dynamics of a snakelike robot. Furthermore, we presented that a real robot can successfully perform meandering movement by using outputs of the proposed controller.
As future works, we are going to propose (1) a numerical design principle for purposive motion generation based on entrainment between neural network and mechanical body, and (2) appropriate usage of sensory feedback signals. By realizing them, we can realize environmentally adaptive lowlevel motion control of snake-like robots and integrate higherlevel controller, such as planning or teleoperation interface, to the low-level controller.
